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Abstract
To attack the problem of scalability of performance diagnosis tools with respect to application code size, we have
developed the Deep Start search strategy—a new technique that uses stack sampling to augment an automated
search for application performance problems. Our hybrid approach locates performance problems more quickly and
finds performance problems hidden from a more straightforward search strategy. The Deep Start strategy uses stack
samples collected as a by-product of normal search instrumentation. Using these samples, our strategy selects deep
starters—functions that are likely to be application bottlenecks and thus are good locations to consider early in the
search. With priorities and careful control of the search refinement, our strategy gives preference to experiments on
the deep starter functions and their callees. This approach enables the Deep Start strategy to find application
bottlenecks more efficiently and more effectively than a more straightforward search strategy.
We implemented the Deep Start search strategy in the Performance Consultant, Paradyn’s automated bottleneck
detection component. In our tests, the Deep Start strategy found half of all known bottlenecks between 25% and
63% faster on average than the Performance Consultant’s current search strategy. The Deep Start strategy found all
bottlenecks in its search between 7% and 61% faster on average than the current strategy.
Keywords: Automated performance diagnosis, search, sampling.

1 Introduction
An automated search for performance problems is an effective strategy for performance diagnosis [7,10,14,15]. A
user need not be an expert in performance analysis to be productive using an automated performance problem search
tool; the analysis expertise is embodied in the tool’s search strategy. The capability to automate searches for performance problems is enhanced by incorporating structural information about the application under study such as its call
graph [4], or by pruning and prioritizing the space in which the search takes place based on the application’s behavior
during previous runs [13]. We have developed a new technique that uses sampling [1,2,8] to augment an automated
search for performance problems to attack the problem of code size scalability. Our hybrid approach, called Deep
Start, substantially improves a tool’s search effectiveness by locating performance problems more quickly and by
locating performance problems hidden from a more straightforward search strategy. To demonstrate its power, we
have implemented our hybrid search strategy in the Performance Consultant, the automated search component of the
Paradyn performance tool [14].
Under control of the Performance Consultant, Paradyn performs an automated search for performance problems
using dynamic instrumentation technology [11]. To implement its search, the Performance Consultant forms hypotheses about potential performance problems in the application and inserts dynamic instrumentation to evaluate whether
the hypotheses are true. The Performance Consultant begins its search by considering general performance problems
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at broad scope (focus, in Paradyn terminology), such as whether the entire application is spending too much time performing synchronization operations according to a user-configurable threshold. If the Performance Consultant finds a
hypothesis to be true, it refines its search by testing more specific hypotheses. For example, if the Performance Consultant has found the application as a whole to be spending too much time doing synchronization, it refines its search
to consider whether the application is spending too much time performing synchronization operations in the processes of the application.
The current Performance Consultant search strategy [4] uses the application’s call graph structure to guide its
refinement through the application code. For example, if the Performance Consultant has found that an MPI application as a whole is spending too much time sending messages, it evaluates whether the application is spending too
much time sending messages in the application’s main function (including all of its direct and indirect callees). Subsequently, if the Performance Consultant finds that the application is spending too much time sending messages in the
main function and its callees, it refines its search to form individual hypotheses about the functions that main calls
directly and all of their callees. Note that the search branches at this point if the main function has more than one
callee. The Performance Consultant prunes its search on a particular refinement path when it encounters a function
for which its hypothesis is found to be false.
The Deep Start search strategy augments this call-graph-based refinement strategy with stack sample information to guide the search to performance problems more quickly. This sampling information is gathered as a by-product of normal instrumentation. In particular, to ensure that dynamic instrumentation is inserted safely Paradyn
performs a stack walk in the application processes to determine whether they are executing in code that will be overwritten by instrumentation. The Deep Start search strategy uses stack samples collected early in the search, when the
Performance Consultant is testing for general performance problems in the entire application. When the Deep Start
strategy refines its search to consider hypotheses for individual functions, it uses the stack sample information to
begin searching not only at the application’s main function, but also at functions which appear frequently in the collected stack samples. In general, functions that appear frequently in the stack samples are long-running or are called
many times. In either case, they are likely to be closer in terms of the automated search’s refinement strategy to the
functions exhibiting the actual performance problems.
The use of stack sample information makes the Deep Start search strategy more efficient than the current Performance Consultant search strategy. By considering functions that appear frequently in its stack samples, the Deep Start
search strategy can “skip ahead” in the search space so as to start looking for performance problems closer to where
they actually exist in the application. This ability allows the Deep Start strategy to detect performance problems more
quickly than the current Performance Consultant search strategy that follows the application’s call graph structure.
Nevertheless, the Deep Start strategy incorporates the standard call graph-based search strategy at a lower priority to
find performance problems not indicated by the stack sample data alone.
The Deep Start search is more effective than the current Performance Consultant search strategy because it is
able to find performance problems hidden from the current strategy. For example, consider the portion of an application’s call graph shown in Figure 1. The call graph strategy will prune its search after finding A to be a bottleneck if
B, C, and D are not bottlenecks, even though E may be a significant bottleneck. Although the statistical nature of
sampling does not guarantee that E will be considered by the Deep Start search strategy, the likelihood that it will be
considered is high if it occurs frequently in the stack samples.
It is not desirable to replace dynamic instrumentation entirely with sampling in a performance tool. Using sampling, it is possible to collect inclusive CPU performance data—performance data for a function and all of its direct
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Figure 1: An application call graph with “hidden” performance bottleneck E.
and indirect callees—by sampling not only the current program counter but the program counters for all functions on
the stack, and by correlating the stack samples with the application’s call graph. While this approach makes collection
of inclusive CPU performance data possible using sampling, it is complicated and expensive. In contrast, collecting
inclusive performance data using dynamic instrumentation is trivial, requiring only instrumentation to sample a timer
at function entry and exit and to form the difference between these timer samples. Furthermore, sampling is inappropriate for collecting performance data other than CPU time spent executing in a function. For example, it is difficult
to collect elapsed time (i.e., wall-clock time) data using sampling, and it is impossible to collect accurate counts of
program events using a sampling approach. On the other hand, dynamic instrumentation is well suited for collecting
elapsed time data as long as a wall timer (e.g., a system-wide tick counter) is available. Collecting accurate event
counts using dynamic instrumentation is as simple as inserting instrumentation to increment a counter whenever an
event occurs. Also troublesome is the use of event-driven sampling, in which a sample is collected in response to a
low-level event other than the expiration of a timer. For example, a tool may collect samples in response to instruction
cache misses. Without hardware support [6], event-driven sampling is problematic on modern out-of-order microprocessors such as the Compaq Alpha 21264 [5] and the Intel Pentium 4 [12] due to their imprecise interrupts. Imprecise
interrupts cause an unpredictable delay between the occurrence of an event and the delivery of the interrupt triggering
the sample, making it impossible for a sampling-based tool to associate an event with the instruction (and hence the
function) that caused the event to occur. Finally, it is possible for application behavior to be missed using a sampling
approach due to its statistical nature. In light of these limitations of the sampling approach, it is not desirable to
replace dynamic instrumentation entirely with sampling. Instead, we leverage the strengths of both sampling and
dynamic instrumentation in the Deep Start search strategy.

2 The Performance Consultant
The Performance Consultant is Paradyn’s automated bottleneck detection component. It searches for application bottlenecks by performing experiments that determine whether the application is experiencing performance problems
and, if so, where the problems are occurring. Initially, the experiments test the behavior of the application as a whole
and, if the Performance Consultant discovers bottlenecks in the application, it refines the experiments to be more and
more specific about the nature and location of each bottleneck.
Each experiment tests a hypothesis—a reason why the application may be performing poorly. For example, one
of the hypotheses tested by the Performance Consultant is that the application is spending too much time performing
blocking I/O operations. When the Performance Consultant activates an experiment, it inserts instrumentation code
into the application to collect performance data that allows it to evaluate whether the experiment’s hypothesis is true.
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An experiment’s focus helps determine where the experiment’s instrumentation code is inserted. A focus denotes
a set of application resources—locations where the application may be performing poorly. The functions that comprise the application’s executable code are resources, as are the application’s processes and the systems on which they
are running. The synchronization objects used by the application such as barriers, spin locks, semaphores, and MPI
communicators and message tags also are application resources. As shown in Figure 2, Paradyn organizes application
resources into hierarchies by type. A given resource represents all resources organized beneath it within its hierarchy.
For example, beneath the top-level Machine resource are resources for each system on which application processes
are running, and beneath each system resource are resources for the application processes running on that system. As
a concise name for a potentially large set of resources, a focus takes advantage of this hierarchical resource organization. A focus is a tuple containing one resource from each resource hierarchy. For example, the focus
</Code/setup.c,/Machine/lc01.cs.wisc.edu,/SyncObject> denotes all functions from the source file
setup.c, but only if they are executing in processes running on the host named lc01.cs.wisc.edu. This focus

specifies the top level SyncObject resource, so it does not constrain the set of resources it names to any synchronization object or type of synchronization object.

Figure 2: Application resources arranged in hierarchies.
Using a technique called refinement, the Performance Consultant continues its bottleneck search from a true
experiment (i.e., an experiment whose hypothesis is true at its focus) by creating one or more new experiments that
are more specific than the original experiment. The new experiments have either a more specific hypothesis or a more
specific focus than the original experiment. Because the Performance Consultant uses a small number of predefined
hypotheses, search refinement usually involves the refinement of an experiment’s focus. To refine a focus, the Performance Consultant replaces one of the resources in the focus with another of the same type. If the resource being
replaced is a Code resource, the Performance Consultant generates the new foci using the callees of the function represented

by

the

Code

resource.

For

example,

if

the

Performance

Consultant

refines

the

focus

</Code/setup.c/setup,/Machine/lc01.cs.wisc.edu,/SyncObject> by replacing its Code resource, and

the setup function calls the functions setup.c/initial_set, ranstuff.c/initialize_prn, and
make_lattice.c/make_lattice, the resulting foci are:
</Code/setup.c/initial_set,/Machine/lc01.cs.wisc.edu,/SyncObject>,
</Code/ranstuff.c/initialze_prn,/Machine/lc01.cs.wisc.edu,/SyncObject>, and
</Code/make_lattice.c/make_lattice,/Machine/lc01.cs.wisc.edu,/SyncObject>.

If the resource being replaced is not a Code resource, the Performance Consultant replaces it with its children from its
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resource hierarchy. For example, if the Performance Consultant refines the sample focus by replacing its Machine
resource, and the application has two processes running on host lc01.cs.wisc.edu with IDs 1427 and 3265, the
resulting foci are:
</Code/setup.c/setup,/Machine/lc01.cs.wisc.edu/1427,/SyncObject> and
</Code/setup.c/setup,/Machine/lc01.cs.wisc.edu/3265,/SyncObject>.

In all cases, focus refinement (and hence most of the Performance Consultant search) involves taking one step at a
time through the application’s call graph or its resource hierarchies.
As it builds a search path—a sequences of experiments related by refinement—the Performance Consultant
searches entirely through one resource hierarchy (or the application’s call graph) before starting to search another. It
does this by attempting to refine along the same resource type for successive focus refinements within a search path.
For example, if the Performance Consultant generates new experiments from a true experiment using a focus refinement in which it replaces the Code resource, it will also try to replace the Code resource in any focus refinements
from the new experiments. If it cannot refine the focus by replacing the Code resource (i.e., the function represented
by that resource has no callees), the Performance Consultant will start searching through another resource hierarchy
by replacing another type of resource. The Performance Consultant also starts searching through a new resource hierarchy when the last experiment on a path is found to be false. The Performance Consultant terminates a search path
when it cannot refine the last experiment on the path. Because the refinement of an experiment may result in the creation of more than one new experiment, the Performance Consultant may have many search paths that are simultaneously active (i.e., not terminated). To ensure that it does not overly perturb the application under study with
experiments from a large number of active search paths, the Performance Consultant observes a user-configurable
limit on the amount of instrumentation inserted into the application at any time.
The graph that records the cumulative refinements of a search is called a search history graph. As shown in
Figure 3, Paradyn provides a visual representation of this graph in its Search History Graph display. The display is
dynamic—nodes are added as the Performance Consultant refines its search. Besides providing a visual record of the
search performed by the Performance Consultant, this display provides a mechanism for users to obtain information
about the state of each experiment such as its hypothesis and focus, whether it is currently active (i.e., the Performance Consultant is collecting performance data for the experiment), and whether the performance data collected for
an experiment indicates the experiment’s hypothesis to be true, false, or not yet known.

3 The Deep Start Search Strategy
Under the Deep Start search strategy, the Performance Consultant uses stack samples collected as a by-product of
dynamic instrumentation to guide its search. Paradyn incorporates a single front-end process with one or more daemons controlling application processes. Because the Paradyn daemons handle the insertion of dynamic instrumentation and the stack samples are performed during the insertion of the instrumentation, the daemons collect these stack
samples and send them in batches to the Performance Consultant upon request. During its search, the Performance
Consultant analyzes the stack samples to find deep starters—functions that are likely to be application performance
problems in the application based on their frequency of occurrence in the stack samples. It creates experiments for the
deep starter functions with high priority so that they will be given preference when the Performance Consultant
chooses new experiments to perform.

3.1 Stack Sampling
The stack samples used by the Deep Start search strategy are collected as a side effect of the insertion of instrumenta5
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Figure 3: Performance Consultant Search History Graph display.
tion code into the application processes. Paradyn daemons insert instrumentation code when requested by some component of the Paradyn front-end process such as the Performance Consultant or the visualization manager. When
inserting instrumentation code into a process, the Paradyn daemon controlling the process must ensure that the process is not executing in code that will be overwritten by the code patch. This requirement implies that the Paradyn
daemon must consider not only the location where the process is executing, but also the locations to which control
will return when the process completes any function calls that are in progress. That is, the Paradyn daemon must consider the current program counter and the return addresses of all frames on the call stack. 2 The Paradyn daemon performs this check by pausing the process and walking its call stack. To support the Deep Start search strategy, each
time a Paradyn daemon performs a stack walk it saves the stack walk information. The daemon also records the ID of
the process from which the sample was taken.

3.2 Choosing Deep Starters
When the Performance Consultant obtains a batch of stack samples from a Paradyn daemon, it adds the information
from each sample to a data structure we call a function count graph. The stack samples determine the nodes and edges
of this directed graph. Nodes in the graph represent functions of the application, while edges represent a call relationship between two functions as dictated in the stack samples. For each function represented in the graph, the graph
keeps a count of the number of times the function was seen in the stack samples. For instance, assume the Performance Consultant collects the following stack samples (where x➝y denotes that function x had called function y at
the time of the stack sample):

2. Some compilers support a “frame pointer omission” optimization so that formal stack frames are not necessarily
present on the stack for all function calls currently in progress. To ensure the safety of dynamic instrumentation in the
presence of this compiler optimization, the Paradyn daemons must obtain the return addresses of function calls in
progress despite the absence of a formal stack frame.
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A➝B➝C➝D
A➝E➝C➝D
A➝F➝D
A➝F➝G
Figure 4 shows the function count graph resulting from these samples. In the figure, node labels indicate both the
function and its count.
B:1

A:4

E:1

C:2

F:2

D:3

G:1

Figure 4: A function count graph.
One of the strengths of the Performance Consultant is its ability to examine not only the behavior of an application as a whole but also its behavior at per-host and per-process granularity. This capability is invaluable for finding
performance problems related to workload imbalance or mismatched hardware. The Deep Start search strategy
enhances these finer-granularity searches by supporting the selection of deep starters using global, per-host, and perprocess data. To support choosing deep starters using function count information at varying granularities, our function count graph is slightly more complicated than was shown in Figure 4. Instead of a single count per function
count graph node, we maintain a tree of counts at each node as shown in Figure 5. Each graph node still represents a
single function from the application. The root of a count-tree contains an overall count for its associated function,
counting the number of times the function was seen in all stack samples. The nodes at the first level of this tree count
the number of times that the function was observed in the stack samples from specific hosts. The second level of this
tree counts of the number of times that the function was observed in the stack samples of specific application processes. Using count-trees in the function count graph, the Performance Consultant can restrict the stack samples it
considers when choosing deep starters to make per-host and per-process deep starter selections. For example, if the
Performance Consultant is choosing deep starters restricted to a process p on a machine m, as the Performance Consultant traverses the function count graph it walks the count-tree of each graph node to find the count representing the
number of times the node’s function was seen in stack samples collected from process p on machine m. The Performance Consultant will consider adding a node’s function as a deep starter only if this count is above its deep starter
threshold.
When the Performance Consultant triggers its deep starter selection algorithm, it updates the function count
graph by requesting the latest batch of stack samples from each Paradyn daemon controlling application processes.
For each stack sample in a batch, the Performance Consultant processes the stack sample, starting at the function on
the bottom of the call stack. As it considers each function in a sample, it walks the function count graph to increment
the counts associated with the functions. If no node exists for a function in a stack sample, the Performance Consultant creates a new node for the function and initializes its count to one.
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Function: B
Counts:
Function: A
Counts:

p4263: 2
m01: 4
p4264: 2
p217: 1

Global: 12

Function: E
Counts:

m02: 3
p224: 2

m08: 1

p1725: 1

Function: F
Counts:

Figure 5: Function count graph nodes with count-tree.
When the Performance Consultant finishes updating the function count graph, it traverses the graph to find functions that are good choices to be deep starters. Functions that execute frequently or that take a long time to execute are
good candidates. Fortunately, these functions are likely to be found from the stack sample data by looking for functions that occur frequently in the samples. Therefore, we base our decision for finding deep starter functions on the
number of times a function occurs in the stack samples. We choose those functions whose counts are higher than a
threshold, where the threshold is computed as a percentage of the total number of stack samples represented in the
function count graph. Based on our experience with the initial implementation of the Deep Start search strategy, we
default this threshold to be 60% of the stack samples represented in the function count graph. Furthermore, we chose
as deep starters only the “deepest” functions from each above-threshold subgraph of the function count graph (i.e.,
those functions furthest from the root of the function count graph). By using only the deepest function in each abovethreshold subgraph as a deep starter, the Performance Consultant focuses its attention on the most likely to be application performance bottlenecks.
The Performance Consultant uses a search path’s Code hook experiment to determine which function count
graph counts to consider when choosing deep starters for the path. A search path’s Code hook is the experiment in the
path at which the Performance Consultant first began refining the focus in the application’s call graph (e.g., where the
Performance Consultant refined the focus to the application’s main function). When the Performance Consultant triggers its algorithm for choosing deep starters for a search path, it extracts the Machine resource from the focus of that
search path’s Code hook experiment. If the focus’ Machine resource is the top-level Machine hierarchy resource, the
Performance Consultant uses the global counts as it traverses the function count graph looking for functions whose
counts are above the deep starter threshold. If the Machine resource represents a specific host or process, the Performance Consultant traverses the count-tree of each node it visits to find the sample count associated with that host or
process.
The Performance Consultant also uses a search path’s Code hook experiment to determine when to choose deep
starters for the path. The Performance Consultant triggers its deep starter selection algorithm each time it refines an
experiment on a search path that already has a Code hook. Because the Performance Consultant waits until a search
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path has a well-defined Code hook before choosing deep starters for the path, the Performance Consultant is guaranteed to have an appropriate place to add the deep starter experiments into the search as described in the next section.

3.3 Adding Deep Starters
Besides using a search path’s Code hook experiment to determine how and when to select deep starters for a search
path, the Performance Consultant uses the path’s Code hook as a template for the experiments it creates for deep
starter functions. It copies the Code hook’s hypothesis and focus for deep starter experiments, replacing the Code
resource from the Code hook’s focus with the resources representing the deep starter functions.
Because the deep starter was chosen for its likelihood to be near the performance bottlenecks of the application,
the Performance Consultant adds deep starter experiments at a higher priority than is used for the normal Performance Consultant search experiments. Since priorities are inherited as the Performance Consultant refines its search,
the sub-search rooted at the deep starter experiment has precedence over any experiments generated by the normal
operation of the Performance Consultant. For applications with a large number of functions, this behavior is highly
advantageous. Since the Performance Consultant throttles the amount of active instrumentation to minimize perturbation to the application under study, giving the deep starter experiments high priority means that they will be undertaken before other experiments when the Performance Consultant is able to enable more instrumentation. Therefore,
the use of high priority for deep starter experiments allows the Performance Consultant to focus its attention in the
search space near the deep starters. Since these functions are likely to be near the actual bottlenecks of the application, the Performance Consultant is likely to find bottlenecks more quickly than with a strict top-down search of its
search space.
One of the comforting properties of Paradyn’s search history graph is that the search structure reflects the structure of the application’s call graph when the Performance Consultant is searching through Code resources and reflects
the resource hierarchies when it is searching through non-Code resources. To retain these properties in the presence
of the addition of deep starter experiments, the Performance Consultant adds not only an experiment for the deep
starter function but also as many experiments as necessary to connect the deep starter experiment to some other
experiment that is already present in the search history graph. This behavior is shown in Figure 6, where the Performance Consultant added the experiment for function p_makeMG as the deep starter, and the experiments for functions
a_anneal, a_neighbor, and p_isvalid as connecting experiments.

4 Evaluation
To evaluate the Deep Start search strategy, we modified the Performance Consultant to search using both the new
strategy and its current call graph-based search strategy. We compared the behavior of the Deep Start strategy and the
current strategy while searching for performance problems in several scientific applications.

4.1 Experimental Environment
We performed our experiments on two sequential and two MPI-based scientific applications (see Table 1). The MPI
applications were built using version 1.2 of the MPICH [9] MPI implementation. We modified the Performance Consultant within the Paradyn version 3.2 software base, augmenting it to search using either the Deep Start search strategy or its current call graph-based search strategy. We also modified Paradyn’s search history graph export facility to
export enough information to allow us to reconstruct the search to compare the behavior of the two search strategies.
For all experiments, we ran the Paradyn front-end process on a lightly-loaded Sun Microsystems Ultra 10 system
with a 440 MHz UltraSPARC IIi processor and 256 MB RAM. We ran the sequential applications on another Sun
9
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Figure 6: Deep starter and connecting experiments in the Search History Graph display.
Name

Version

Type

Language

Domain

Size

DRACO

6.0

Sequential

Fortran 90

Hydrodynamic
simulation

68981 lines
18632 KB
398 functions

ALARA

2.4.4

Sequential

C++

Induced radioactivity analysis

19576 lines
2911 KB
720 functions

om3

1.5

Parallel
(MPI)

C

Global ocean
climate simulation

2674 lines
385 KB
568 functions

su3_rmd

6

Parallel
(MPI)

C

Pure gauge lattice theory simulation

35845 lines
511 KB
688 functions

Table 1: Application characteristics.
Ultra 10 system on the same LAN. We ran the MPI applications on eight nodes of an Intel x86 cluster running Linux,
kernel version 2.2.17. Each node contains 128 MB RAM and a 600 MHz Pentium III processor with 256 KB L2
cache. The cluster nodes are connected by a 100 Mb Ethernet switch.

4.2 Experimental Methodology
Our experiments consisted of several trials with each application. Each trial consisted of five runs of the application
during which we used the Performance Consultant to search for application performance problems using one of the
search strategies. During each run, we began the Performance Consultant search once the application reached its
steady-state behavior. Once the Performance Consultant search reached a steady state (i.e., the Performance Consult-
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ant was not activating any new experiments), we exported the search history graph.

4.3 Experimental Results
We began by investigating the sensitivity of the Deep Start search strategy to changes in the deep starter threshold
(see Section 3.2). We performed experiments using a range of deep starter thresholds on one sequential application
and one parallel application. Based on the results of these experiments, we selected a single deep starter threshold for
use in our remaining experiments. Then we compared the performance of the Deep Start and call graph search strategies for each of our test applications.
For our analysis, we often wanted to choose the best run from a set of runs. To determine whether one run is better than another, we borrow the concept of utility from the theory of consumer choice in microeconomics [16] to
reflect a tool user’s preferences. We postulate a utility function U that captures a user’s preference for obtaining
results from the tool and we weight the observed results by this utility function. We sum the weighted results to obtain
a single value describing the behavior of a search. To capture the idea that users prefer results given earlier in the
search, the appropriate utility function is one that is a decreasing function of time. For our analysis, we chose a linear
function U(t) = -t. With this utility function, we look for the run with the largest weighted sum (i.e., the weighted sum
with the smallest absolute value).
Because the su3_rmd application implements gather operations using point-to-point message passing functions
and uses a unique message tag to label each gather operation, we used a prototype implementation of a resource discovery control mechanism in our su3_rmd experiments. For both Deep Start and call graph searches on the su3_rmd
application, we ignored the discovery of new message tags used by the application so as to avoid swamping the
search with experiments on these ephemeral resources. We are currently implementing a more sophisticated approach
for handling ephemeral resources, such as message tags and threads, that ignores new resources if their creation rate
becomes too high.
4.3.1 Deep Starter Threshold Sensitivity
To investigate the sensitivity of the Deep Start search strategy to changes in the deep starter threshold, we performed
trials with the ALARA sequential application and the om3 parallel application with thresholds of 0.2 (i.e., 20% of the
collected stack samples), 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Table 2 contains a summary of these experiments. The total known bottleneck count for an application is the number of distinct bottlenecks found across all runs of the Performance Consultant on that application, regardless of the search strategy or the deep starter threshold used in the runs.
Figures 7 and 8 show profiles of the best searches with ALARA and om3 using a range of deep starter thresholds
from 0.2 to 0.8. The charts relate the bottlenecks found by a search strategy with the time they were found. The charts
show the cumulative number of bottlenecks found as a percentage of the total number of known bottlenecks. In this
type of chart, a steeper curve is better because it indicates that bottlenecks were found earlier and more rapidly in a
search. Each curve shown in the figures represents the best run out of the five in a trial.
Based on the results from Table 2 and Figures 7 and 8, we chose to report results in the remainder of this paper
from experiments using 0.4 as the deep starter threshold. The 0.4 threshold yielded searches for om3 with the maximum weighted sum for both the best run and the average over all runs in a trial. Furthermore, using this threshold the
Deep Start strategy found the most bottlenecks when compared with the other thresholds. For ALARA, no single
threshold was superior for the number of bottlenecks found and best and average weighted sums. In most cases, the
behavior with the 0.4 threshold was close to that with the other thresholds.
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Application

Total
Known
Bottlenecks

ALARA

46

om3

163

Average
Number of
Experiments
Attempted

Average
Number of
Bottlenecks
Found

Percentage
of Known
Bottlenecks
Found

0.8

174.0

39.8

86.5%

-158.7

-157.2

0.6

172.6

40.2

87.4%

-140.6

-133.4

0.4

173.4

39.8

86.5%

-134.1

-130.6

0.2

171.4

39.6

86.1%

-133.6

-122.8

0.8

419.2

152.4

93.5%

-174.4

-149.8

0.6

444.8

152.6

93.6%

-189.1

-158.8

0.4

465.8

152.6

93.6%

-166.6

-149.0

0.2

496.2

154.4

94.7%

-226.7

-165.5

Deep
Starter
Threshold

Average
Weighted
Sum

Best
Weighted
Sum

Table 2: Summary of deep starter threshold sensitivity experiments.
Total Known Bottlenecks is the number of unique bottlenecks observed during
any search on the application, regardless of search type and deep starter threshold.
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Figure 7: Search profiles for searches on the ALARA application
using a range of deep starter thresholds.
4.3.2 Comparison of the Deep Start and Call Graph Searches
In general, the Deep Start search strategy found more bottlenecks than the Performance Consultant’s call graph-based
search strategy. InTable 3, we present summaries of the Deep Start and the call graph searches for each of our test
applications. In cases where both the Deep Start and call graph strategies did not find all of an application’s known
bottlenecks, the Deep Start strategy found more bottlenecks than the call graph strategy.
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Figure 8: Search profiles for searches on the om3 application
using a range of deep starter thresholds.

Application

Total
Known
Bottlenecks

ALARA

46

DRACO

18

om3

163

su3_rmd

114

Average
Experiments
Attempted

Average
Bottlenecks
Found

Percentage
of
Bottlenecks
Found

Call Graph

174.0

39.4

86%

-191.9

-190.2

Deep Start

173.4

39.8

87%

-134.1

-130.6

Call Graph

105.0

18.0

100%

-152.7

-152.0

Search
Strategy

Average
Weighted
Sum

Best
Weighted
Sum

Deep Start

105.0

18.0

100%

-75.2

-75.2

Call Graph

363.0

151.0

93%

-226.3

-207.3

Deep Start

465.8

152.6

94%

-166.6

-149.0

Call Graph

354.4

102.2

90%

-166.2

-142.7

Deep Start

369.0

104.2

91%

-141.8

-121.1

Table 3: Summary of Deep Start/Call Graph comparison experiments.
Total Known Bottlenecks is the number of unique bottlenecks observed
during any search on the application, regardless of search type and
deep starter threshold.
As shown in Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12, the Deep Start search strategy produced results more quickly than the call
graph strategy. Each figure shows the profile of a Deep Start search and a call graph search for one of our test applications. Each figure represents the best run out of the five in a trial. To quantify the results shown in Figures 9
through 12, we present the time taken to find a given percentage of the total known bottlenecks in Table 4. For our
test applications, the Deep Start search strategy found half of the known bottlenecks for each application between
13
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Figure 9: Search profiles for the best observed Deep Start and
call graph search on ALARA.
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Figure 10: Search profiles for the best observed Deep Start and
call graph search on DRACO.
21% and 63% faster on average than the call graph strategy. The Deep Start search strategy found all bottlenecks in
its search between 7% and 61% faster on average than the call graph strategy.

5 Related Work
Whereas the Deep Start-enabled Performance Consultant uses stack sampling to enhance its normal search behavior,
several tools use sampling as their primary source of application performance data. Most UNIX distributions include
14
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Figure 11: Search profiles for the best observed Deep Start and
call graph search on om3.
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Figure 12: Search profiles for the best observed Deep Start and
call graph search on su3_rmd.
the prof and gprof [8] profiling tools for performing flat and call graph-based profiles, respectively. Anderson and
Lazowska [2] addressed the shortcomings of prof and gprof for parallel applications running on shared memory multiprocessors. Anderson et al [1] used program counter sampling in DCPI to obtain low-level information about
instructions executing on in-order Alpha processors. Recognizing the limitations of the DCPI approach for out-oforder processors, Dean et al [6] designed hardware support for obtaining accurate instruction profile information
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Application

Percentage of
Known
Bottlenecks
Found

ALARA

Call Graph
Average Time
Required (sec)

Deep Start
Average Time
Required (sec)

Change From
Call Graph
(sec)

Percent
Change From
Call Graph

10%

80.0

51.2

-28.8

-36%

25%

137.6

85.1

-52.5

-38%

50%

211.8

138.2

-73.6

-35%

All Found

375.7

282.9

-92.8

-25%

10%

51.2

51.2

0.0

0%

25%

80.0

51.2

-28.8

-36%

DRACO

50%

137.6

51.2

-86.4

-63%

All Found

281.0

108.8

-172.2

-61%

10%

80.0

52.5

-27.5

-34%

25%

169.0

113.9

-55.0

-33%

om3

50%

248.3

184.3

-64.0

-26%

All Found

414.7

317.4

-97.3

-23%

10%

51.8

52.5

0.6

1%

25%

119.0

108.8

-10.2

-9%

50%

208.6

165.1

-43.5

-21%

All Found

278.4

256.6

-21.8

-7%

su3_rmd

Table 4: Average time required to find specific percentages of the known bottlenecks for
each test application. The All Found rows indicate the average time required to find all
bottlenecks that were found during a run.
from these types of processors. A form of their ProfileMe design has been incorporated in modern Alpha processors
[5]. Each of these projects use program counter sampling as its primary technique for obtaining information about the
application under study. In contrast, the Deep Start search strategy collects samples of the entire execution stack.
Most introductory artificial intelligence texts (e.g., [17]) describe heuristics for reducing the time required for a
search through a problem state space. One heuristic involves starting the search as close as possible to a goal state.
We adapted this idea for the Deep Start search strategy, using stack sample data to select deep starters that are close to
the goal states in our problem domain—the bottlenecks of the application under study. Like the usual situation for an
artificial intelligence problem search, one of the goals of the Deep Start search strategy is to minimize the time
required to find solutions (i.e., application bottlenecks). However, in contrast to the usual artificial intelligence search
that stops when the first solution is found, whereas our goal is to find as many solutions as possible.
The Deep Start search strategy is an augmentation of our call graph-based search strategy [4]. While both the call
graph and the Deep Start search strategies seek to improve the search within one run of an application, Karavanic and
Miller [13] showed the benefit of using information collected during previous runs of an application to improve the
characteristics of a performance bottleneck search. Like Karavanic and Miller’s approach, the Deep Start search strategy uses priorities to control the search behavior. Although the Deep Start search strategy is designed to improve a
search using information from the current application run only rather than from several previous runs, the two techniques could be used together.
The goal of the Deep Start search strategy is to improve the behavior of a performance tool that implements an
automated search for performance problems. The APART working group [3] provides a forum for discussing tools
that also automate some or all of the performance analysis process, including some that search through a problem
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space similar to Paradyn’s Performance Consultant. For example, Helm et al [10] describe the Poirot approach that
uses heuristic classification as a control strategy to guide an automated search for performance problems. Also, the
FINESSE project [15] supports a form of search refinement across a sequence of application runs to provide performance diagnosis functionality.

6 Conclusions
With the Deep Start search strategy we have found that a hybrid approach that augments search with stack sampling
information can outperform a call graph-based search strategy. In general, our search strategy is more efficient than
the call graph-based search strategy in locating application bottlenecks because it tends to find bottlenecks earlier in
the search. Also, the strategy is more effective than the call graph-based search strategy because it can find bottlenecks that are hidden from the simpler strategy. In our experiments, the Deep Start strategy found half of all known
bottlenecks for each application between 21% and 63% faster than the call graph search strategy on average, and
found all bottlenecks in its search between 7% and 61% faster than the call graph strategy. Also, the Deep Start strategy is more effective than the call graph-based strategy because it can find bottlenecks that are hidden from the simpler strategy.
While our approach leverages the advantages of sampling to augment our automated search, sampling is not sufficient for replacing the search. The inability of sampling to obtain certain types of information, such as inclusive
CPU metric information and wall clock time, limit its attractiveness as the only source of performance data for a diagnostic tool. With the Deep Start strategy, we leverage the advantages of both techniques in the same automated search
tool.

6.1 Future Work
We are considering a number of enhancements to the Deep Start search strategy to improve its behavior or reduce its
overhead. Adding a short, dedicated stack sampling period before the start of the search—a technique we call “priming the pump”—may improve the quality of deep starter selections made early in the search. Modifying the Performance Consultant to take advantage of semantic knowledge about the functions from its stack samples may allow it
to tailor its deep starter selections for a search path to the hypothesis of that path’s experiments. For example, using a
separate function count graph for stack samples that include known communication library functions should improve
deep starter selections made for paths with experiments on an “excessive synchronization waiting time” hypothesis.
Finally, changing from a “pull model” to a “push model” and building the function count graphs in the Paradyn daemons instead of the front-end process should reduce the Deep Start-related traffic between daemons and the front-end
process, improving the scalability of the tool on large machines.
We plan to continue exploring the use of microeconomics analysis techniques to capture user preferences for
obtaining results from automated performance diagnosis tools. This work may include a survey of potential tool users
to gauge their “willingness to pay” for one results production scheme over another. This information should improve
our model of the user preference function; with a better model of user preference, we can look for other heuristics for
controlling the bottleneck search so that results are produced according to that model.
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